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SRINAGAR : One more
terrorist has been killed
in an ongoing encounter
between militants and
security forces in the
Chimmer area in south
Kashmir's Kulgam district
on Wednesday, taking the
toll of terrorists killed to
three, officials said. "One
more unidentified terrorist has been killed in the
Kulgam encounter. Search
is going on," the police
said. The firefight
between the terrorists
and the security forces
started after a joint team
of the police and the army
cordoned off the area and
launched a search operation on the basis of specific information about the
presence of terrorists
there. As the security
forces zeroed in on the
spot where the terrorists
were hiding, they came
under a heavy volume of
fire that triggered the
encounter. A search operation is currently underway in the area.
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MAHUA VENKATESH
NEW DELHI : Terror financing and money laundering
have blossomed in the last
one year as countries and
governments across the
world directed their focus
only on battling the Covid 19
pandemic. The new age digital asset in the form of crypto-currency has also boosted
terror financing.
Crypto currencies are witnessing a surge in their market value despite the sharp
contraction in economic
activities worldwide due to
the pandemic.
The sudden change in the
pattern and scale of financial
transactions in the wake of
the pandemic has provided

an opportunity to criminals
and terrorists, sources told
India Narrative.
"Unlawful activities and
terror financing may have
shot up significantly as countries continue to battle Covid
19. Pattern and sources of
financing have undergone a
massive shift due to pandemic related stress. This has
made it very difficult for
authorities to track the quantum or the source of inflow of
money," BK Singh, Retired
Joint Commissioner Crime,
Delhi Police told India
Narrative.
Though terror financing
and money laundering are
different activities, both are
interlinked as they unlawfully
leverage the weaknesses and

lacunae of the financial system to carry out criminal
activities.
Singh added that crypto
currencies which typically
are not regulated by govern-

Centre provided 32.13 cr
vax doses to states/UTs
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HYDERABAD : South
Central Railway (SCR) has
seized train tickets worth
Rs 16.32 lakh during a
special drive against touts
and unauthorised agents.
To curb the menace of
black-marketing of passenger reservation tickets
and to facilitate a hasslefree journey for passengers, the SCR intensified
massive special drives
against touts and unauthorised agents at all
reservation offices and
travel agencies in major
stations. The Railway
Protection Force (RPF)
under the supervision of
Principal Chief Security
Commissioner, Inspector
General of Police, G.M
Eswara Rao, conducted
special raids from June
22 to June 27 at various
locations all over the
zone. In this operation,
178 live tickets, and 1,886
used tickets worth of Rs
16,32,643 which were
booked by the touts on
commission basis were
seized and 36 touts were
apprehended, SCR said.
The drives are intended
to save the passengers
from black marketing of
tickets and also to arrest
the loss of revenue to the
Indian Railways as the
touts are carrying business without license from
Indian Railways. The RPF
is committed to take stringent action against touting activities, it added.
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NEW DELHI : Putting
concerns regarding
COVID-19 vaccination at
rest, the Ministry of
Health and Family
Welfare in a press release
on Wednesday stated that
none of the available vaccines affects the fertility of
either men or women.
"There is no scientific evidence suggesting COVID19 vaccination can cause
infertility in men and
women. The vaccines
have been found to be
safe and effective," the
ministry said. The ministry said that all vaccines
and their constituents are
tested first on animals
and later in humans to
assess if they have any
such side effects.
"Vaccines are authorized
for use only after their
safety and efficacy is
assured," it added.
Adding to the same, Dr N.
K Arora, Chairperson of
COVID-19 Working Group
of National Technical
Advisory Group on
Immunization (NTAGI)
said, "Misinformation was
also created during the
administering of Polio
vaccine in India and
abroad that children .

NEW DELHI : The Union government said on Wednesday
that more than 32.13 crore
(32,13,75,820) vaccine doses
have been provided to the
states/Union Territories so
far, both through the free of
cost channel and the direct
state procurement category.
Of this, the total consumption, including wastages, is
31,40,75,654 doses, as per
the data released by the
Union Health Ministry on
Wednesday morning.
More than 73 lakh

(73,00,166) balance and
unutilised vaccine doses are
still available with the
states/UTs for administration.
Also, over 24,65,980 vaccine doses are in the pipeline
and will be received by the
states/UTs within the next
three days.
The vaccination drive
has been ramped up by the
availability of more vaccine
doses, advance visibility of
vaccine availability to states
and UTs for enabling better
planning by them, and

streamlining the vaccine
supply chain.As part of the
nationwide
vaccination
drive, the Centre is supporting the states and the UTs
by providing them Covid
vaccine doses free of cost.
In the new phase of the universalisation of the vaccination drive, the Centre will
procure and supply (free of
cost) 75 per cent of the
doses being produced by
the vaccine manufacturers
in the country to the states
and UTs.

ments and authorities are
also being extensively used
by the non-state actors.
"Why should the value of
bitcoins surge? One of the
reasons could be the exten-

sive use of this asset form for
illegal and criminal activities.
The crypto currency space
must be watched out. At
present it is not regulated
and this provides an opportunity to terror groups," Singh
said.
Meanwhile, the global
money laundering and terrorist financing watchdog
Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) retained Pakistan in
its ï¿½grey list' for failing to
weed out terror financing
and money laundering. FATF
noted that while Pakistan
completed all but 1 of 27
items, but in its Counter
Terror Financing (CTF) and
Anti Money Laundering
(AML) effort, it has failed to
adequately investigate and

Biotech has not received any advance payments nor supplied any vaccines to MOH
Brazil".
Bharat Biotech has followed a similar
approach towards contracts, regulatory
approvals and supplies in several countries
worldwide, where Covaxin is being supplied
successfully. "The pricing of COVAXIN has
been clearly established between $15-20 per
dose for supplies to Governments outside
India. The pricing for Brazil has also been
indicated at $ 15 per dose. Bharat Biotech has
received advance payments from several
other countries at the above price points, with
supplies in process, pending approvals," it
added. Precisa Medicamentos is Bharat
Biotech's partner in Brazil, providing assistance, guidance and support with regulatory
submissions, licensure, distribution, insur-
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NEW DELHI : Chief Justice of
India, N.V. Ramana on
Wednesday said judges
should not be swayed by the
"emotional pitch of public
opinion on social media platforms", and the judiciary
cannot directly or indirectly
be controlled by the legislature or the executive.
He also insisted media trials cannot be a guiding factor
in deciding cases.
Delivering
the
17th
Justice P.D. Desai memorial
lecture on 'Rule of Law',
Chief Justice Ramana said:
"The judiciary cannot be controlled, directly or indirectly,
by the legislature or the executive, or else the Rule of Law
would become illusory. At the
same time, judges should not
be swayed by the emotional
pitch of public opinion either,
which is getting amplified
through social media platforms."
He emphasised that

judges have to be mindful of
the fact that the noise thus
amplified is not necessarily
reflective of what is right and
what the majority believes in.
The new media tools that
have enormous amplifying
ability are incapable of distinguishing between right and
wrong, good and bad, and the
real and fake, he added.
"Media trials cannot be a
guiding factor in deciding
cases extremely vital to function independently and withstand all external aids and
pressures. While there is a lot
of discussion about the pressure from the executive, it is
also imperative to start a discourse as to how social media
trends can affect the institutions," the Chief Justice said.
He also clarified that the
judge, and the judiciary need
not completely disassociate
from what is going on.
"Judges cannot stay in
ivory castles and decide

questions which pertain to
social issues... The ultimate
responsibility of a judge is,
after all, to uphold the
Constitution and the laws.
Reason, reasonableness and
protection of human dignity
are the values that will serve
us well," he added.
He stressed that for the
judiciary to apply checks on
governmental power and
action, it has to have complete freedom. "And the
importance of the judiciary
should not blind us to the fact
that the responsibility of safeguarding constitutionalism
lies not just on the courts," he
noted.
He said the judiciary is
the primary organ which is
tasked with ensuring that
the laws which are enacted
are in line with the
Constitution. "The Supreme
Court has held this function
to be a part of the basic
structure .

new hub, sources said.
FATF in a report noted
that the near 360 degree
change in behaviour due to
the pandemic- "whether the
behaviour of individuals,
companies or governments
ï¿½ have in turn presented
criminals with new opportunities to commit crimes and
launder the proceeds."
The
International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has
pointed out that money laundering and terrorism financing activity in one country
can have serious cross-border and even global adverse
effects. "Jurisdictions with
weak or ineffective controls
are especially attractive for
money launderers and financiers of terrorism," it said.

Provide opt-out option to CA
candidate: SC on Covid-affected
NEW DELHI : In a major
relief to aspiring chartered
accountant candidates, the
Supreme
Court
on
Wednesday directed the
Institute
of
Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) to
provide "opt-out" option to a
candidate in the CA exams
scheduled from July 5, on
account of covid-related difficulties faced by the candidate
or family members.
A bench comprising
Justices A.M. Khanwilkar,
Dinesh Maheshwari and
Aniruddha Bose told ICAI to
not insist on RT-PCR negative
reports as long as the candidate gets a medical certificate from a registered medical practitioner.
The bench said the optout facility can be availed by
candidates who suffered
from COVID-19 or if their
family member suffered from
the disease in the recent past.
The bench also added that
it must be certified by a medical practitioner, saying that
candidate is not fit to prepare
for the exam.
The bench did not agree
with ICAI's policy of not giving "opt-out" option if the
last-minute change of exam
centre is within the same city.
The bench said "opt-out"
option should be given even if
the change of exam centre is
within the city.

"Such candidate can
appear in backup exam to be
held when situation is conducive," added the court.
The top court order came
on three petitions connected
with CA exams, scheduled to
begin from July 5.
The top court said candidates who are in containment
zones can opt out and this
will not be treated as an
attempt, and such candidate
can appear in the backup
exams
in
November.
The bench
added that if
any
candidate, while
taking
the
exam, contracts Covid,
and he/she is
unable
to
appear
in
remaining

Bharat Biotech says not received any
advance payments from Brazil
NEW DELHI : After Brazil announced suspending a $324 million Covaxin contract that
has mired President Jair Bolsonaro in accusations of irregularities, Bharat Biotech has said
it has not received any advance payments nor
supplied any vaccines.
"During the past few weeks, there have
been reports in the media at large misrepresenting the procurement process of COVAXIN,
in Brazil and other countries," Bharat Biotech
said. In the specific case of procurement of
Covaxin by Ministry of Health, Brazil, since the
first meetings with MOH Brazil during
November 2020, until June 29, 2021, a step by
step approach has been followed towards contracts, and regulatory approvals, during this 8
long month long process.
Bharat Biotech said "EUA was received on
4 th June 2021. As of 29 th June 2021, Bharat

prosecute senior leaders and
commanders of UN-designated terrorist groups.
"The FATF has retained
Pakistan in the grey list and
this is a clear indication that
even closer home terror
financing has continued
despite Covid," another analyst who did not wish to be
identified said.
While the ghastly terror
attacks in Mozambique
Palma on March 24 did not
attract global attention, he
source said that it is a wakeup call for the world.
The pandemic and its fallout on financial dealings have
provided an opportunity to
several terror groups such as
the Islamic State (IS) to reorganise and re-boot with a

ance, conduct of phase III clinical trials, etc.
Bharat Biotech follows a similar partnership
model in all countries, where its vaccines are
supplied, as it does not have its own offices in
these countries. Bharat Biotech and Precisa
Medicamentos are conducting a 5,000 subject
phase III clinical trial in Brazil, which was
recently approved by ANVISA. The trial will be
conducted by the Albert Einstein Institute.
"According to the preliminary analysis of
the CGU, there are no irregularities in the contract but, for compliance, the Health Ministry
chose to suspend the contract for a more indepth analysis," the Brazil
ministry said in a statement.
Earlier on Thursday, a global
news wire reported a CNN
Brasil report that the ministry
had decided to cancel.

papers, then such candidate
will be allowed to opt out and
it will not be treated as
attempt. Such candidates can
appear in November for the
whole set of exams, the court
added. The ICAI in a note,
submitted to the top court,
said the opt-out option shall
also be extended to those
candidates (whether under
the old or new syllabus) who
have recently suffered from
COVID-19 or yet to recover
from the after effects of the
COVID-19 and consequently

unable to appear in the
examinations on production
of medical certificate issued
by registered medical practitioner that the candidate has
recently
suffered
from
COVID-19 and is yet to recover."In case there are any lastminute changes in the
Examination Centres due to
operational or logistical reasons, the candidates would
be given an option to opt-out
of the Examination only in
case of inter-city change. No
opt-out option .

